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The Irish Labour History Society Archives received twenty-nine bound volumes of the Amalgamated Engineering
Union (AEU) Monthly Journal, covering the years 1934—1964 except for 1939 and 1963. For such a significant
trade union, the AEU’s general history has been served only by J.B. Jeffery’s 1945 study. This work made little
reference to Ireland despite a number of significant disputes involving its Belfast Branches. Recently, relations between the AEU and competing Irish-based unions are emerging and are drawn together in Luke Dineen’s history of
Connect.

The AEU in Ireland
The Amalgamated Society of Engineers, Machinists, Smiths, Millwrights & Pattern Makers was formed in 1851, quickly
becoming known as the Amalgamated Society of Engineers (ASE). It was the first of the ‘New Model’ unions that established national organisation, to a considerable extent, through the amalgamation of local societies. The founding ASE
General Secretary and sole full-time Official was William Allan, born in Carrickfergus, County Antrim. By 1851, the
ASE had 411 Irish members most joining from the ‘Old Mechanics’ societies in Belfast, Cork, Drogheda, Dublin and
Newry. By 1856, membership was 522 with new branches in Dundalk, Kilkenny and Limerick. George Hodgins was
Dublin Branch Secretary. The development of railways spread ASE membership to places like Passage West, County
Cork and Stranorlar, County Donegal. In 1871, Irish membership was 407: Ballymena, 18; Belfast, 150; Bray, 6; Carlow,
9; Drogheda, 30, Dublin, 67; Dundalk, 16; Lisburn, 16; Londonderry, 65; Newry, 19; and Waterford, 11.
Shipbuilding and textile engineering grew ASE membership in Belfast and in 1885 its Irish premises were purchased in
College Street. Belfast membership was 1,500 in 1891. In 1894, total ASE membership was 71,221 in 512 branches with
c2,000 members in Ireland in fifteen branches. Disputes in the 1890s, particularly in Limerick and Wexford, focused on
wages, long hours (sixty-one per week in Wexford) and the introduction of unskilled labour. In 1892, ASE branches were
grouped into Districts. ASE District Committees determined local policies on wages and conditions and exercised relative
autonomy. A close relationship developed between Belfast and the Clyde and, in 1895, a claim for a minimum rate of
7½d per hour was made by both Districts. An agreement between the ASE Executive and the employers did not satisfy
the Belfast men, who came out on strike. The employers laid off men in both Belfast and Clyde resulting in 3,000 ASE
men and 1,500 non-union workers being caught up in ‘the strongest combination ever binded together to crush trade unions’. This was the newly-formed Federation of Employers under the chairmanship of Colonel Reginald Dyer
(responsible for the Amritsar Massacre in India in 1919). A new employers’ offer in January 1896 was accepted by Clyde
workers who returned to work. The ASE Executive Council ordered Belfast men to resume work, but they refused until
forced to by an Executive decision to withdraw benefits. These were subsequently restored due to strong objections from
Belfast, which resulted in the removal of ASE General Secretary John Anderson.
In 1900, the ASE Dublin District Committee sought a basic rate of thirty-four shillings per week. While they were ultimately successful, in so far as contract workers were concerned, a strike in the railway workshops in 1902 was unsuccessful. It brought local ASE Secretary William Partridge and Michael Lord to prominence and both were elected as Labour
Councillors to Dublin Corporation. In Cork, there were branches in the city, Passage West and Queenstown (Cobh). In
1901, Irish membership included Belfast, 384; Drogheda, 122, Dublin, 256; and Londonderry, 84. In 1913, the first fulltime ASE Irish Officer, James Freeland of Belfast, was elected. The ASE attended the Irish Trades Union Congress
(ITUC) for the first time, their delegate being Dublin District President Partridge. Partridge also attended the (British)
Trades Union Congress, strongly supporting the Irish Transport & General Workers’ Union (ITGWU) in 1913. After the
Lockout, Partridge acted as an ITGWU Organiser.
During the War of Independence, much pressure was applied to persuade Irish members to break with the ASE, with Michael Collins and Terence McSwiney in Cork both addressing meetings. In 1920, the Irish Engineering & Industrial Union (IE&IU) was formed, further splitting with the creation of the Irish General Railway & Foundry Union, 1922, and
Electrical Trades Union (Ireland), 1923. These unions eventually became what is today Connect, the former Technical,
Engineering & Electrical Union. The ASE continued to have a presence in the South but became predominantly a Northern Ireland union. In 1915 the Belfast Hackle & Gill Makers’ Benevolent & Trade Union amalgamated with the ASE
which had formed close relations with small textile unions through their mutual participation in the Federation of Engineering & Shipbuilding Trades, founded in 1891.

In 1920, the ASE merged with nine smaller unions to create the Amalgamated Engineering Union (AEU). One merging
union was the Amalgamated Association of Brassfounders, Turners, Fitters & Coppersmiths, established in 1912 when it
absorbed the Belfast Brassfounders’ Association. In the 1920s and 1930s, ASE participation in the ITUC was largely confined to its Dublin and other Southern branches. In 1930, the AEU affiliated four branches to the Dublin Trades Union &
Labour Council: Dublin No 1, Secretary, T. Halpin, 4 Ferguson Road, Drumcondra; Dublin No 2, P.J. Verdon, 23 Temple
Street; Inchicore, L. Keegan, 2 First Avenue; and Branch No 4, Felix Craddock, 98 Haddington Road.
Demand for engineering workers in Belfast and Britain during the Second World War saw many Irish workers migrate
and return with AEU cards. AEU expansion in the Republic was boosted by the development of State enterprises such as
CIÉ, ESB, Aer Lingus, Sugar Company and Bord na Mona. In 1946, the first full-time Dublin Official was appointed,
Mick Walker. The AEU became fully active in the ITUC, affiliating its entire Irish membership and gaining Executive
representation. In 1959, the AEU overcame initial opposition to the creation of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions
(ICTU) and affiliated. The union was, however, subject to occasional suspension through inter-union rows over
‘poaching’.
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the AEU sought to secure the establishment of a high basic rate for craft workers, leading to the establishment of the 1966 Maintenance Craftsmen’s Agreement, which for the first time established a national
minimum rate for craftsmen. In 1968, when a group of craft unions made a claim on the Federated Union of Employers
for a review of the agreement and an increase of more than £3 10s per week, the employers resisted. This led to the
Maintenance Dispute of 1969 which lasted for nine weeks and accounted for 629,000 lost working days. It almost brought
industry to a standstill and was only settled when the employers conceded the claim. For years afterwards this concession
was blamed for the rise in inflation which followed. Within the trade union movement, it had major ramifications when
Congress introduced the controversial Two-Tier or All Out Picketing system.
The longest-lasting dispute in which the AEU was involved in Ireland was in 1974 after a Shop Steward was dismissed by
a Galway fork-lift company, Crown Controls. It lasted thirteen months and was brought to a head when, due to the continued refusal of the company to attend the Labour Court, the AEU Dublin District Council called on all members in the Republic to stage a one-day strike in support of Galway. This received wide approval and the Minister for Labour summoned the company to attend the Labour Court.
In 1968, the AEU federated with the Amalgamated Union of Foundry Workers (AUFW) to form the Amalgamated Engineering Union & Foundry Workers (AUEFW). In 1970, the AEUFW federated with the Draughtsmen’s & Allied Technicians’ Association (DATA) and the Constructional Engineering Union to form the Amalgamated Union of Engineering
Workers (AUEW). In 1984, the foundry and construction sections fully amalgamated while the Technical & Supervisory
Section (TASS) reasserted an independent entity. The union reverted to the title AEU. In 1992, the AEU merged with the
Electrical, Electronic, Telecommunications & Plumbing Union to form the Amalgamated Engineering & Electrical Union
(AEEU). In 2001, the AEEU merged with MSF (Manufacturing, Science, Finance), the bank and finance union UNIFI
and the General, Paper & Media Union (GMPU) to form Amicus. On 1 May 2007, Amicus merged with the Transport &
General Workers’ Union to form Unite the Union.
ASE/AEU Irish Divisional Secretaries were James Freeland, 1913; D. Madden, 1940; Jimmy Morrow, 1956; Charlie
Hull, 1970; Jimmy Graham, 1977; and J. Blair, 1982. Officials in the Republic were Mick Walker, Timothy Keane, Frank
Callaghan and Éamon Devoy. Before the merger to create Amicus, AEEU membership was declining. This reflected the
continuous diminution of shipbuilding and engineering in Northern Ireland and the defection of many members in the Republic to what became the Technical, Engineering & Electrical Union.

Table 1: AEU Membership, Select Years, 1935-1965

Source:

Year

Total

Ireland

Republic

1935

228,359

1940

494.454

14,009

1,621

1945

789,952

22,062

1950

808.072

20,512

1955

953,382

22,814

1960

1,054,369

32. 494

1965

1,086,869

27,173

3,149

5,897

AEU Monthly Journal
The deposit of the AEU Monthly Journal is neatly-bound by year. From 1937, an index for the entire year’s issue is contained at the beginning of the volume, a change from the previous monthly index. These indexes make it straightforward
to find subjects and individuals but reading through the journals provides a general feeling for events and attitudes and the
discovery of unexpected material not necessarily traced through an index.

Irish Division Activities
The AEU’s Irish activities can be gleaned from the monthly No 1 Divisional Report. This listed major conferences with
employers, movements in wages and conditions, strike notices, demarcation disputes and an indication of branch-level
activity. Branches mentioned were located throughout Ireland. In Northern Ireland, the AEU were engaged in many multi
-union negotiating units with employer associations. The unions involved were British-based craft unions with the exception of the Amalgamated Transport & General Workers’ Union which the AEU regularly accused of poaching their members. In the south, the AEU negotiated alongside the Irish Engineering & Electrical Union, Irish Engineering & Foundry
Union, Sheet Metal Workers’ Union of Ireland and ITGWU representing the semi-skilled and general operative grades.
These Divisional Reports reflect the ‘state of trade’ and resultant employment levels; wages rates and increases [or cuts];
hours, overtime, conditions of work and terms of agreements; job content, piecework and manning levels; dismissals and
grievances; apprenticeships; and general matters. Details are succinctly put but allow researchers to follow matters
through newspapers. Details of Divisional Officer’s visits to branches detail meetings with management, disputes, names
of local Secretaries and Delegates and firms or employer bodies dealt with. All the north’s major shipbuilding and engineering firms were organised and southern members were found in docks, rail, power generation, rail, confectionery, sugar, metal trades and foundries.
Occasionally, rates of pay are cited as in 1935 when Dublin fitters earned 73s 6d a week; motor mechanics 82s 6d; and
smiths 83s 2d. Corresponding, and lower, rates were given for Ballina, Birr, Cork, Limerick and Longford. Major events
like the 1935 Dublin bus and tram strike are only glimpsed despite Freeland reporting that it ‘absorbed a lot of my time’.
A conferences with Great Southern Railways management in Inchicore over the employment of ‘members of a breakaway
union’ also lacks detail. There was an appeal for ‘financial assistance’ in 1936 when – despite pickets ‘doing good work
in locating the source of supplies’ and ‘varying success’ after ‘interviews’ with unions – a Dublin company could not be
brought to heel. The AEU operated through Dublin Trades Council in such matters.
In 1940, all the Cove [Cóbh] Branch officers resigned in protest at an Irish Steel shop steward being sacked. The Divisional Secretary travelled to Cork, persuaded the officers to return and negotiated a satisfactory solution. In Belfast, stoppages and rows were regular as wartime production pressures created employment and skills shortages and employers felt

able to promote unqualified men. The ‘blitz’ caused further dislocation with firms or production having to be relocated at
short notice. The employment of women became more pressing as the war progressed with Mackie’s engineering works
one of the first to agree terms with the AEU. In Wexford, members in Star were laid off because the ‘Government would
not grant an export licence for agricultural machinery’. The matter was raised ‘with the local TD’ – presumably Labour’s
Richard Corish– who raised matters with the Ministry of Supplies. A six-month recognition strike in Cork’s Verolme
Dockyard was a significant one as what was at stake was the AEU’s right to contest membership with the ITGWU and
other Irish-based unions. After ICTU involvement, full recognition and negotiating rights were obtained for ‘British-based
unions’ in the yard and ‘assurances’ given regarding ‘good trade union practice’. A similar ‘serious threat’ was posed by
the Potez dispute in 1962 when, despite having 95% of the workforce in membership, management would ‘only deal
with’ a general union.

ITUC/ICTU
From 1946, brief reports of AEU delegations to the ITUC were published, their names identifying the prominent personalities and branches. The AEU was ambivalent about its ITUC affiliation until the ITGWU-led creation of the Congress of
Irish Unions in 1945. Having then affiliated their full Irish membership, the AEU had members elected to the ITUC Executive.

Isaac Mooney, left; and Belfast Superannuated Members meeting in March 1951.
Note the presence of Divisional Secretary D. Madden, Dublin Secretary Mick Walker,
union solicitor Francis Hanna and Sam Napier, Northern Ireland Labour Party,
AEU Monthly Journal, April 1951
When discussions through the Provisional United Organisation of the Irish Trade Union Movement (PUOTUM) mooted a
unified Congress, ‘Éire delegates without reservation’ opposed the ‘proposed merger’. They had ‘to take into account the
fact that in accepting the new constitution the principle of Irish-based unions had to be accepted’, something viewed with
suspicion as providing ‘potential for breakaway’ unions. It was also argued that the PUOTUM proposals ‘did not fit in
with’ the AEU constitution. The AEU were defeated at the ITUC but ‘accepted the vote’. From then on, space given to
ICTU Conference reports increased and the AEU used Congress to apply pressure on the Northern Ireland Government to
repeal the Trades Disputes Act, 1927.

Personalities
From 1934 until his retirement in January 1940 after twenty-seven years’ service, AEU Belfast Divisional Secretary was
James Freeland. He was succeeded by D. Madden who had replaced Clarke – who retired on health grounds – as Belfast
District Secretary in 1938. All AEU elections for Executive or full-time positions are recorded allowing names to be
traced. A profile on Sam Bradley’s retirement from the Executive in 1941 revealed that he was Divisional Organiser in
Dublin in 1920 until his election to the EC in 1930. A Glaswegian, he had joined the union in 1898 and held positions on
Tyneside and in London. He had known Ireland ‘intimately during a vert stirring period’. Bradley died on 27 November
1952, aged seventy-six. Belfast-man Isaac Mooney’s died in 1951 while serving the Irish Division Executive, having been
elected on 3 February 1941. He first joined in 1914, serving as Duncairn Branch Secretary for eighteen years and Belfast
District President. From Ahoghill, County Antrim, he was a millwright and active in the Northern Ireland Labour Party.
The deaths of major trade union personalities were recorded. Tom Mann’s passing generated ‘grateful recognition from
those who appreciate the principle of social justice and have a strong sense of the evils of the social system’. Mann was
ASE General Secretary, 1919-1921, and seen as ‘unorthodox’ and ‘holding astounding theories that sometimes embarrassed his friends’, like ‘advocating ‘direct action’ as the only remedy for all social ills’. He ‘made a hobby of collecting
his deportation orders’ gathered in a career of international agitation.

Social Events & Guest Writers
In April 1951, at a gathering of ‘Superannuated Members’ in Belfast, guest of honour was General Secretary Benjamin
‘Ben’ Gardner, while Divisional Officer Madden and M.P. Walker, Organising Secretary Southern Ireland [sic], union
solicitor Francis Hanna and Sam Napier, Secretary NILP, also attended. In 1954, a Cork social was featured. A photograph of Summer School delegates in Youghal was published in January 1957, unfortunately without identifying anyone
and, in January 1960, an Order of Merit presentation to D. Bamford from Belfast Duncairn Branch appeared.

Summer School in Youghal,
AEU Monthly Journal, January 1957, p. 13

D. Bamford, second from left, receiving award
from Executive member W.M. Tallon,
AEU Monthly Journal, January 1960, p. 21

Guest writers included trade union personalities, Labour MPs, academics and engineers, and well-known writers like
R.M. Fox who contributed a mixture of short stories, historical profiles and travelogues. Topics ranged from technical,
engineering matters, through to politics and trade union concerns, as well as short-stories and cartoons. Fox’s articles ran
throughout the deposited journals, his subject range impressive, including regular Irish references.

“You’ve got a nerve, you ‘ave - Equal Pay indeed!”

Cartoon, August 1947, p. 229
Politics and Organising
From 1934 to the 1960s, AEU enthusiasm for the Soviet Union and sympathy with communist politics diminished. Labour Party support remained unequivocal with promotional advertising and Labour policy most prominent during elections. There was no mention of the Northern Ireland Labour Party. On broader issues, the Journal opposed nuclear weapons – despite their jobs promise; condemned Apartheid and championed black civil rights in the United States; and constantly called for greater equity in society. On Irish matters, the Journal was non-committal.

Anti-Apartheid poster
February 1960, p. 46

Organising ad, November 1958, p. 322

During the Second World War, women began appearing in engineering workshops and, despite the Journal’s almost exclusively masculine appearance, demands for equal pay and equality were regular after 1945 with reports of Labour
Women’s Conferences and similar events. A 1947 cartoon disparaged the reservations the traditional male membership
clearly had towards women in the workplace and equal pay.
The AEU attained over 1,000,000 members in 1960. In 1959, the ‘Three R’s’ campaign encouraged members to concentrate on ‘Retention, Recruitment, Reduction’ – to retain existing members, recruit new ones and eliminate arrears. There
were prizes for the best-performing branches – none from Ireland appeared in the prize lists! – and promotional goods
bearing the AEU insignia offered as incentives. In the days of smoking – even within the workplace – match cards encouraged members to ‘Strike a Light and Help Your Branch’.

Conclusion

The AEU Journals deposited with the ILHS do not enable a history of its Irish activities to be complied but they provide a
useful supplement to the union’s Annual and Monthly Reports held in the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland, Modern Records Centre in Warwick and Working Class Movement Library, Salford. From being one of the largest unions in
Ireland, the AEU and its successors, witnessed a sharp membership decline and loss of identity as traditional industry disappeared and mergers were forced upon it. Its story should be told, however, and while union activists are still alive, an
oral history project to retrieve the collective AEU memory in Ireland should be pursued.
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